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Niagara Peninsula Hawkwatch

Newsletter No. 14, February 1997
LAURIE GOODRICH TO SPEAK AT 1997 BANQUET

WEEKDAY COUNTERS NEEDED URGENTLY

Our annual banquet and general meeting will be
held on Saturday April 19, once again at Stoney Ridge
Winery's Puddicombe Farm on Hwy. 8 in Winona, starting
at 4:30PM. Our Guest Speaker for the evening will be
Laurie Goodrich of the Hawk Mountain Preserve in
Pennsylvania, where organized hawkwatching started over
60 years ago. Now Senior Naturalist, Laurie has worked at
Hawk Mountain since 1984. In addition to some of the
history of Hawk Mountain, Laurie will tell us about its
activities and the various programs she is involved with
currently.
Socializing and the bucket raffle begin at 4:30PM.
(PLEASE NOTE - the winery shop may close at 5PM, so
come on time if you want to buy wine to take home.) Wine
tasting starts at 5:15. Laat year'e very popular format ',.~~"!! be
repeated - Gordon Bellerby and J ohn Stevens will select
the wines for the evening in advance, allowing us to make
sure they are chilled properly if required. With a little luck
we may even get to watch the tail end of the day's
migration form the balcony while tasting. Dinner will start
around 6:15, followed by bucket raffle draws and a short
business meeting before Laurie's talk.
This will be an enjoyable evening so get your
tickets now. The room can accommodate 42 people; 30
tickets are still available, priced at $20 for members and
$25 for non-members. Call Bruce Duncan, Wolfgang Luft,
Roslynne Price or Mike Street to make arrangements.

Counters are urgently needed on weekdays this
season. George Meyers, who has looked after Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays for the last few years, has had to
relinquish his post for medical reasons . .This means that we
need additional help for the 30 + days George covered. If
you can take an extra weekday or two it will be a big help.
Gordon Bellerby will again schedule Counters,
assisting Paul Summerskill who is the overall coordinator of
Counters. Please call Gordon at (905) 468-3961 to schedule
1997 hawkwatching day(s). Gordon will be away Feb. 14-28.
We especially need coverage at the beginning and
end of the season. While early March can be slow, and in
May most people want to head to the woods for warblers,
our work also needs attention. If enough people offer to
help, i_~ should be easy to fill in ,,11 tbe dates.
If you are interested in learning to become a
counter, be sure to let Gordon know .. Many of our
observers are glad to share the work and help newcomers,
and we will also have our Hawk ID Workshop on weekends
from March 22 through April 27 (and see box below).
NPH will again do some research on the flight
patterns of raptors in the wider Grimsby area, from the
shore of Lake Ontario to about 10km inland (see 'Intercept
Line', P. 2) so additional observers are needed on that day.
We know that people don't want to miss the main action at
Beamer, but the information produced by the special count
could lead to better sighting days in the future.

r-··-··::~::~~::~:::::~:.~~:::~::~::::~·~:m . .
season Hawk ID Workshop from 2-4PM on Sunday, March 2. Presented by Barry Cherriere and Bruce
Duncan, slides of raptors likely to be seen at Beamer CA will be shown and discussed individually. A quiz
will be held at the end. Location: Canada Centre for Inland Waters, Burlington. On the QEW from the
west, take the North Shore Blvd./Eastport Drive exit, stay left on the ramp, follow Eastport to the first
traffic light, turn right; from the east, take the Eastport Drive exit Gust after Burlington/Woodward exits),
follow Eastport over the lift bridge to the light, turn left under the Skyway, go straight ahead.
No Charge
Visitors Welcome

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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HMANA VIII CONFERENCE
June zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQP
U-1S, 1997
Snowbird Resort, Utah

SEVENTH ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY, MARCH 28

NPH will again invite the public to view the
The eighth Hawk Migration Association of North
migrating hawks on March 28 when we hold our seventh
annual Open House. Bad weather predicted for the 1996 America Bi-ennial Conference, HMANA VIII, will be held
Open House did not materialize - although poor elsewhere from June 12-15 inclusive at the Snowbird Resort in Little
the day was almost cloudless at Beamer CA - and close to Cottonwood Canyon, just east of Salt Lake City, UT.
700 birds were seen, including the first 6 Osprey of the
The conference is being hosted by Hawkwatch
year. Let's hope for the right weather and a good flight International. Conference Coordinator Trent Lenz advises
again in 1997. In case of really bad weather, however, that hotel rates at Snowbird will be around $66US for up to
four people in one room. While the conference registration
events will be postponed to Saturday, March 29.
Members of the Hawkwatch stationed in the center fee has not yet been set, Trent advises that they plan to
of the circle and at the point will help visitors to see and have a registration package including six meals, and another
identify raptors passing over Beamer. (Volunteers are package without meals for people camping or wanting to
needed - please contact Mike Street.) A highlight of Open make other arrangements.
House day for the past few years has been the release of a
The focus of HMANA VIII - Western Raptors rehabilitated raptor. This year we hope to see a Red-tailed fits the location. Hawk migration will be a topic, and the
conference theme will be Conservation.
Hawk released around 1PM.
The very welcome coffee truck will be parked in
Sessions organizers are trying to arrange include:
the circle and the special kids program with Carla Carlson
of Niagara Nature Tours will run at 1lAM and noon. - Using Hawkwatch International data to analyze status and
There will be short 'Hawk Talks' for visitors on the hour trends of western raptors back to 1977
from 1lAM-2PM and displays from birding and nature - An update on the Swainson's Hawk problem in Argentina
organizations, including our hosts, the Niagara Peninsula (Are chemicals still being used ?, etc.)
Conservation Authority,
and the Ontario
Field - Status of the Ferruginous Hawk and Northern Goshawk,
two species of concern in the west
Ornithologists.
Be sure to invite your family and friends; it should - An update on Golden Eagle migration through Alberta
be a g~0~
zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
d-y f?"t them ?~d f-or the-birds teo.
~ :he Veracruz project
- Banding: why, what is learned, how banding and counting
INTERCEPT LINE TO OPERATE APRIL 20
help support one another
- A descriptive summary of each of the 13 western sites - 10
The Niagara Peninsula Hawkwatch will again with hawkwatches and 3 without - monitored by Hawkwatch
conduct an Intercept Line on Sunday, April 20. From 10:00 International and what is being learned
am to 1:00 pm, members of NPH will set up a 'line' of - A general paper session
hawk counters, stationed about 1-2 km apart, from the lake
south to Beamer, and then south again. More volunteers
Among speakers being invited are Pete Dunne, coare needed this year as we would like to cover a larger area author of Hawks in Flight, Robert Mesta of the California
by extending the Intercept Line as far as Highway 20.
Condor Recovery Project in Arizona, and Peter
Each group will count hawks in its part of the sky Sherrington, discoverer of the Golden Eagle flyway in
(and we hope there will be many Broad-wings) for the Alberta.
three hours. All counts will be collected, overlaps noted and
Field trips into the mountains and the desert will
a final tally drawn up.
feature Golden Eagle, Ferruginous Hawk, Swainson's
The purpose of this work is to learn more about Hawk, Northern Goshawk, and Prairie Falcon, with
the migration by assessing how much of the day's total Peregrine Falcon possible. One full day trip and one
raptor flight is actually sampled at Beamer. We know that morning trip will be included in the conference fee. An all
on some days birds migrate to the north or south, instead day pre-conference field trip on June 11 is possible if there
of coming over the parking lot. As more Intercept Line is enough interest. Post -conference tours will be arranged
data is obtained we may be able to establish a better if there is interest, possibly including one to Snake River,
picture of the Niagara Peninsula flight during different Idaho.
weather conditions.
For reservations or more information, contact
Please contact Bruce Duncan at Beamer or at 519- HMANA VIII at P.O. Box 660, Salt Lake City, UT 84110.
622-4709 (evenings) if you would like to help out again or Phone (801) 524-8511 or toll free (800) 726-4295. Trent
participate for the first time.
Lenz can be reached by email at:trentlenz@m.cc.utah.edu
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NOTES ON RAPTOR IDENTIFICATION

WITH EMPHASIS

ON THE NORTHERN

GOSHAWK zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfe

(Accipiter gentilis atricapilus)
by George Meyers

(In the 1950s George Meyers helped 'discover' the Niagara Peninsula raptor migration route. A mainstay of the Hawkwatch,
zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedc
George's outlook on life and raptors is not the same as everyone else's. In the following article some of his philosophy comes
through, on the way to helping beginning and advanced hawkatchers alike learn more about identifying Northern Goshawks
in the field. It is pure George. - Ed.)
.
In the last decade several excellent books dealing superficially like adults and Bald Eagles that take 5 to 6
specifically with North American raptor identification have years to achieve perfect adulthood. The Northern Goshawk
been published. (Buy them and memorize them.) Because falls between these parameters. I have seen a Goshawk with
of these recent books I hesitate to speak or write on the adult body, head and coverts, but juvenile flight feathers.
Adult sexual plumage differences are major in
subject for fear of litigation for plagiarism. However, much
of my knowledge has been acquired by continuous field Northern Harrier, American Kestrel and Merlin, minor in
observation since 1954 and some reading, especially Beebe. others such as Rough-legged Hawk and Golden Eagle, and
Some could say that I am probably addicted, when still virtually non existent in most of the rest, ego buzzards
doing it after 43 years. Similarly, I'm addicted to the genera (buteos), vultures, Bald Eagles and kites. Sexing plumage is
Quercus in the Fagaceae, Carya in Iuglandaceae and Smilax subtle but possible in two accipiters and two falcons in our
in Liliaceae.
area. Adult Sharp-shinned and Cooper's Hawks, taiga
I am simultaneously blessed and cursed by being Merlins and 'anatum' Peregrines all have subtle, blended,
both hypermnesic and hyperacusic. When I tell people that hard to describe mantles. It can be stated with certainty,
I can vividly recall my first Cattle Egret at Grimsby on May however, that if they are brownish they are female and
10, 1956, I am not being facetious. People hearing this stare bluish they are male. This will only confirm what you had
in disbelief, their mouths agape in shock or laughter. What already decided about the sex from the G.I.S.S.
I don't tell them is the rest of the story. IzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
remember the
Another factor in the equation, however, is that on
ambience, the temperature, the relative humidity, the wind hawks and owls, as in humans, pigments fade with age.
speed and direction, the degree of leaf out, the flowers in Therefore, an aging male Peregrine or Cooper's would have
bloom, the sounds, the smells, etc., etc. It is like a trip to a greyish cast rather than a blue, leadin to ·confusion with
the holodeck. It was only recently that I learned that most Goshawk. Additionally,. adult male 'Ri hardsonii' Merlins
humans are not like this.
and adult male 'tundrius' Peregrines ave a pearl grey
For me, raptor watching is a profound spiritual mantle with no hint of blue.
experience, just the opposite
of the pedantic
One cold January day 100 asserines hit my
accountant/listener types counting individual feathers on a windows. at once. This was my clue to I k quickly outside.
sandpiper with powerful optics.
Going away was a large raptor. Withou binoculars (which
At Beamer Park there are only 8 seconds (unless wouldn't have helped) all I got was a gr y mantle and wing
a bird circles) to see and identify a bird. This is no time to flap. Was it a Gyrfalcon, male Peregri e or a Goshawk?
be pedantic. One has to use a holistic, gestalt, G.I.S.S. The bird had a rapid but shallow fluid wingbeat, with the
approach. At Beamer before leafout I often spot, identify body the fulcrum and the wave accelerating to the tip,
and document a bird before it clears the trees. Later, after resulting in a brush-like blur distally. It was the Peregrine.
it clears the trees, someone yells, "Here comes another
Many subtleties add up to result in a
one", which can be most disconcerting, especially after determination, the least of which is colour. For example,
repetition over hours, days and weeks.
the back lit tails of several raptors, notably Ospreys and
Except for falcons, juvenile raptors' first flight Red-shouldered Hawks, especially non-adults, appear rusty,
feathers (primaries, secondaries and rectrices) are the pinkish or even dull red, resulting in them being declared
longest they will ever have, and they survive one or several Redtails! One wag called this the red shift, as in universal
body molts. Thus immatures have different configurations expansion, as the birds were going away.
than adults and they might as well be treated as discrete
If a distant approaching buteo turns into an
species for I.D. purposes. This is amplified by often accipiter, it is a Goshawk. If a distant accipiter turns into a
profound plumage differences.
buteo, it is a Red-shoulder.
Generally the larger the species, the longer it takes
To my eyes, a Sharpy is a mourning dove, a
to molt to adult plumage (this may not coincide with Cooper's is a pheasant and a Goshawk is a Gyrfalcon.
breeding) and to acquire an adult voice. Extreme examples Another analogy, in the same ascending order, is ping-pong
in our area are American Kestrels that are fledged looking paddle, tennis racquet and four leaf clover.
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Goshawks are powerful, robust birds, especially the - Broun, M., 1949, Hawks Aloft - The Story of Hawk
females. The'S' curve of the trailing edge of the wing Mountain, Dodd, Mead, New York
(straightish fore and aft in the Cooper's) makes them look - Brown, L. and D. Amadon, 1968, Eagles, Hawks and
pointy winged and when gliding, coupled with a Falcons of the World, McGraw-Hill, New York
humpbacked look, remind me of a Gyrfalcon. When - Bull, J. and J. Farrander Jr., 1994, Revised National
soaring they remind me of a buteo. To my eyes a Goshawk Audubon Society Field Guide to North American Birds
(Eastern), Chanticleer Press, New York
looks more like a giant Sharpy than a large Cooper's.
Some texts emphasize the supercilliary stripe for - Cade, T J., 1982, The Falcons of the World, Cornell
positive Goshawk identification. However, the other two University Press, Ithaca, NY
accipiters can have the stripes as adults though to a lesser - Cadman, M., 1987, Atlas of the Breeding Birds of Ontario,
degree, and all three immature accipiters and immature University of Waterloo Press, Waterloo, ON
Red-shoulders can have buffy ones. - Clark, W.S. and B.K Wheeler, 1987, A Field Guide to
Broad-winged Hawks &zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
Texts also state a white supercilliary imposed on a black Hawks of North America, (Peterson Field Guide #35),
head. I see a black cap and face imposed on a white head. Houghton Mifflin, Boston
(I'm left handed). On one occasion, an adult Northern - Dunn, J.L. et al., 1983, Field Guide to the Birds of North
Goshawk cleared the trees head on, coming fast. All I got America, National Geographic Society, Washington, DC
Were the black sides of the face and the speed. For the first - Dunne, P., D. Keller and R. Kochenberger, 1984, Hawk
nanosecond, I thought Peregrine.
Watch - A Guide for Begginers, Cape May Bird Observatory,
The tail length of Northern Goshawk is the most Cape May, NJ
variable among all our raptors, however the tail is always - Dunne, P., D. Sibley and C. Sutton, 1988, Hawks in Flight,
wide or broad, looking more like an extension of the body Houghton Mifflin, Boston
than a tail. The longest (relatively and maybe absolutely) - Farrand, J. Jr., 1983, The Audubon Society Master Guide
raptor tail I have seen to date was on an immature to Birding, Vol. 2, Alfred A. Knopf, New York
Northern Goshawk fighting with two Cooper's in the - Godfrey, W.E., 1966, Birds of Canada, Queens Printer,
southeast corner near the latrine. Immatures of these two Ottawa
species have tails with bicolour straight banding (Cooper's) - Grossman, M.L. and J. Hamlet, 1%4, Birds of Prey of the
World Bonanza Books, New York
or tricolour zig zag banding (Northern Goshawk).
- Heintzelman, D.S., 1983, A Guide to Hawk Watching in zyxwvutsrqp
beth per~~e~~~:uet1~~~h~:~~':S~n d:~~l~;e~.~~ ~:~:~ Nortb America, Keystone Becks, University Park, PA
. from buff to off white. It is the much lighter feather edging - Kaufman, K, 1990, Advanced Birding, (Peterson Field
of the greater upper wing coverts (primaries & Guide #39), Houghton Mifflin, Boston
secondaries). This is highly visible and diagnostic ..
- MacKenzie, J.P.S. 1976, The Complete Outdoorsman's
Some guides are quite misleading regarding Guide to Birds of Eastern North America, Pagurian Press,
undertail coverts. Indeed, adult Goshawks have the fluffiest Toronto
and the whitest. However, immatures have heavily spotted - Mansell, W. and G. Low, 1980, North American Birds of
coverts, flags, bellies and breasts, resulting in what looks to Prey, Gage, Toronto
me like a keyboard but others have better described as a - McKeever, K, Owl Foundation, Lincoln, ON, Pers. comm.
checkerboard. Cooper's immatures, by contrast, have - Nicoletti, F., Braddock Bay Bird Observatory, Hamlin,
immaculate undertail coverts with flags and bellies barely NY, Pers. comm.
streaked if at all, and sparsely, narrowly and faintly - Peterson, RT., 1980, A Field Guide to Birds East of the
streaked chest. If an immature accipiter at a distance Rockies, 4th ed., (Peterson Field Guide #1), Houghton
displays dirty flanks, it is a Sharp-shin or a Goshawk. If it Mifflin, Boston
appears clean and crisp (as well as lanky) it is a Cooper's. - Pough, RH., 1951,Audubon Waterbird Guide, Doubleday,
Finally, if you want to sex your adult Goshawks, New York
first get a feel for the heft of the bird. Then, if the breast - Robins, C.S., B. Bruun and RS. Zim and A. Singer, 1968,
is fmely barred (actually vermiculated) and minimally A Guide to Field Identification - Birds of North America,
streaked, it is male. If it is coarsely barred and maximally Golden Press, New York
streaked, it is female.
- Snyder, L.L., 1957, Arctic Birds of Canada, University of
There are so many fmer points to be shared, but Toronto Press, Toronto
let's leave them for another time.
- Sonobe, K (editor), 1982, A Field Guide to the Birds of
Japan, Wild Bird Society of Japan, Tokyo
BIBLIOGRAPHY
- Stokes, D.W., 1979-1989,A Guide to Bird Behaviour, vols.
I, II, III, Little Brown, Toronto
- Beebe, F.L., 1974, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
Field Studies of the Falconifonne of - Wheeler, B.K & W.S. Clark, 1995, A Photographic Guide
B.C., B.C. Provo Mus. Occ. Paper #17, Victoria, BC
to North American Raptors, Academic Press, San Diego.
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THE PRESIDENT'S CORNER
by Mike Street

My first birding trip of 1997 was a 15 minute jaunt Anyone who wants to learn about identifying raptors is
for a Snowy Owl at Hamilton Arport on New Year's Day. welcome; just look for the sign. Experienced people willing
A nice immature female and a raptor, but not a hawk or to help the learners are needed. Please contact me.
The membership vote conducted in late December
falcon. Three days later I set off to Point Abino to see a
Yellow-billed Loon which had made a wrong turn on the Viewing Tower was most encouraging. Not only did
somewhere around Vancouver. As I got out of my car I 70% of the members reply, but the vote was also very
asked another birder if the loon was still around. He said, positive - 48 for, 1 against. As of this writing (mid-January)
"Yes, but did you see the Gyrfalcon?"
the corporate donor's representative has confirmed that the
Seems that some of the birders were looking at the company will supply the steel and erect the tower at
loon when nearby ducks suddenly took flight. On looking Beamer CA. The tower will be 6m to the top of the railing
around someone saw the Gyr. What a bonus! I had seen a and have a square platform measuring 6m on a side.
Gyrfalcon only once before - north of Seattle, WA where it Because the foundation work needs to be done in relatively
sat on a post for three hours and never did fly. The bird at warm weather, construction will start sometime this
Point Abino was obviously hungry as it made several passes summer and the tower will be ready for the 1998 season.
at prey while we were there, and all the classic falcon After meeting with the company to work out details we will
features showed clearly. It then perched in a nearby tree then work on obtaining the rest of the necessary funding.
and allowed terrific views with telescopes and binoculars.
Members will recall that last year we lost some of
The Yellow-billed Loon came close-in too, by the way. the people who had helped get the Hawkwatch going in
Wow!
1990 and/or to keep things runing smoothly since. We were
March 1 is a Saturday so more members may able to find replacements for a couple of key posts, but still
make it out for the first day of the 23rd season of counting need an Editor for the newsletter (twice a year) and
raptors at Beamer CA, depending of course on the someone to help maintain the NPH's 'physical plant', things
weather. (Naturally, my daughter's basketball team is like the weather station and flagpole, sigrls, shelves, and so
on. The work is not onerous, either physically or in terms
hosting a tournament that day! Maybe I can .... )
For the third year we will be trying to pass on our of time required, but having someone to look after these
knowledge to others through the Hawk ID Workshop. functions will relieve someone else (me) who is covering
Many people want to learn to identify raptors but are a bit both spots and is finding time a little tight. If you can help,
intimidated by the weekend serum around the official or would like more information, my address and phone
counter. Having a free service in the middle of the circle number are on page 8. Thanks.
has proven popular, so we will repeat it again in 1997 on
See you at Beamer - 1997 REALLY STARTS
Saturdays and Sundays from March 22 through April 27. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
MARCH I!
1996 EASTERN GREAT LAKES HMANA MEETING (cont'd)
by Mike Street

The following is the balance of edited notes made during
the 1996 meeting of the Eastern Great Lakes Group of the
Hawk Migration Association of North America. The
meeting was held last August 10
at Mountsberg
Conservation Area in Campbellville, Ontario. See NPH
Newsletter #13 for Part I.

At Holiday Beach, Bob Pettit teaches an adult
education night course - two evenings at a community
college plus a day at Holiday Beach CA - for the general
public. HBMO is planning a modified version of this as
training for new counters or a refresher for established
counters. Copies of Bob's course outline are available.
Braddock Bay has found that its Bird of Prey Week
EDUCATION
brings the general public out in surprising numbers. If the
hawks are not moving it can be very boring, so other
Education of both hawkwatch members and the activities are required, especially for children. Braddock Bay
general public is considered very important. Member has found that parents interested in haw~s are more likely
education tends to focus on identillcation skills. Public to come out if they know that they can bring their kids and
education looks more at helping people learn that raptor that the kids will have something to keep them occupied.
migration is taking place in their home area and how many For youngsters, long slide shows or birds overhead may not
different species are involved.
(continued on Page 8)
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NIAGARA PENINSULA HAWKWATCH MIGRATION CALENDAR
FOR BEAMER CONSERVATION AREA
NOTES:
1) Species initials and Right ( -> ) or Left ( <zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
) arrow:
This combination indicates the start or end of the normal (at Beamer) migration period for that species. The same in
bold type indicates the start or end of a noticeable peak period for that species. The box in which this combination is
located indicates the day and month on which the period is likely to start or end.
2) A number, followed by species initials, followed by a slash ( / ) and a two-digit number:
In this combination the largest number of that species ever seen in one day is given first; the two digit number following
the / indicates the year in which this occurred. The box in which this combination is located indicates the day and month
on which the event occurred. Example: 655 RS /94 in the March 23 box indicates that the highest number of Redshouldered Hawks recorded in one day was 655, seen on March 23, 1994.
TV - Turkey Vulture
BV - Black Vulture
OS - Osprey
SK - American Swallow-tailed Kite
BE - Bald Eagle
GE - Golden Eagle
NH - Northern Harrier

RL - Rough-legged Hawk
FH - Ferruginous Hawk
AK - American Kestrel
ME ,- Merlin
PF - Peregrine Falcon
GF - Gyrfalcon
PR - Prairie Falcon

SS - Sharp-shinned Hawk
CH - Cooper's Hawk
NG - Northern Goshawk
RS - Red-shouldered Hawk
BW - Broad-winged Hawk
RT - Red-tailed Hawk
SW - Swainson's Hawk

The following information, based on 22 years of data from the Beamer Hawkwatch, has been updated to show significant
1996 events:
Largest number of raptors in one season: 19,724 in 1985

MARCH
I
RT-> RL->
CH-> NG->
BE-> Gi->
1

2
NH-> RS->
AK-> TV->

·3

4

5

6

11

12

13

._7

"'._----

I
,

8
RL->

10
AK->

9
RT->

14
RS-> NG->
44 AK /90

15
16
17
18
19
SS->
BE->
CH-> zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
744 RT
22

/%

23
9 BE /94

29

20
'IV->

21

27
NH-> OS->

28

7 GE /86
24

655 RS /94

11 NG /84

30

31

25

26
2 PF /91
7 GE~88

748 T

/88

2 PF /90

Largest # of raptors in month: 5670 in March 1988; Largest # of raptors in one day in month: 2080 on March 26, 1988
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APRIL
1

I

8

2
<-RS

9

·5

6

7 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZY

12
OS->

13

14

22 RL /91
16 OS /92

1 FH /92

28 NH /91

19
BW->

20

21

lS~%*
35
/%
1556 SS /76

1 PR/95**

1 GF /77
1 SW /93

1 SWJ,85
6007 W /85

25

26

27

28
<-AK

1 SW /93*

12BE,4GE /96

3

4

2 PF /91

1 BV /92

50 CH /93
28 NH /93

10
<-RT SS->
BW->

11

ME-> PF->

706 RT /87
15
<-1V

16
<-BE

1 SK /94
1 SW /94*

2 PF /90

22

23

17

24
<-NG

6ME~%
2 PF 94
1 SW /94*

1 SW /88
29

18

30
<-CH <-RL

p

* Subject to acceptance b Ontario Bird Records Comittee
* * First accepted Prairie alcon record for Ontario

4 GE /83
Largest # of raptors in month: 15,012 in April 1984; Largest # of raptors in one day in month: 7007 on April 21, 1985
MAY

1

2

3

4

5

6
<-NH <-BW
<-PF

7

1 SW /89
8

9

10
<-OS

15
<-RL <-ME

16

17

22

23

24
<-OS <-GE

29

30

31

11
<-SS

12

13
<-BE

14

. 18
<-NG

19

20

21

25
<-RS

26

27

28

Largest # of raptors in month: 2695 in May 1980; Largest # of raptors in one day in month: 1492 on May 4, 1989
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zyxwvutsrqp
Ottawa, OH just started banding in 1994. One of
their Red-tails was found that fall in Illinois. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfed

be enough to interest them in hawkwatching. Games,
nature trails, easy ID classes, brief slide shows, explanations
of why we go hawkwatching and making bird & owl masks
are possible activities, with the hope that the hawks
themselves will grab a kid's imagination and interest.
Despite potential for giving the wrong message,
Braddock Bay finds that demonstrations of live birds are
defmitely an attraction and benefits, such as the awestruck
look in a child's eye, of having live birds far outweigh
disadvantages. Such demonstrations are best with birds
which are obviously not releasable, and visitors should not
be able to pet or pick them up. Names, which give the
impression that the birds are pets, should not be used.
Holiday Beach uses birds banded at the site that
day to demonstrate plumage and other features before they
are released, and also let people donate money to 'adopt'
banded birds they have just seen released.
The right image or identity for an event will attract
visitors. The name 'Hawk Festival' has been found to be a
good one. The best way to get the message out IS
newspapers, electronic media and flyers to schools.

'j

FUTURE PROJECTS
There was general agreement about a need to look
at other possible Great Lakes sites in areas not now
covered. Is there any information to be gained? If so, what
locations would be good? For example, while the tip of the
Bruce Peninsula is covered, the lower end of Lake Huron
between Sarnia and Owen Sound offers possibilities. Bruce
Duncan and John Barker will start the ball rolling on this.
Another project suggested for the group was to
investigate theories on how weather affects raptor
movement, and test them in our area. The birds move with
weather systems, so one area may be good and another
dead, and this can apply for days or even weeks. Activity
might include a 'flying squad' able to move on short notice
to check out the effect (or non-effect) of a given weather
system. This information may also be useful in determining
whether additional hawkwatching sites are needed, and
where. Some data exists, ego on fall Broad Wing movement
at Goderich (J. Miles), and power stations and weather
radar get good weather data which might be useful.
A semi-annual Eastern Great Lakes newsletter with
a one page summary of each group's totals, activities,
unusual sightings, banding results, etc. for the season just
ended, was approved. The suggested schedule is Aug. 1 for
spring hawkwatches and Feb. 1 for fall g.roups.
The next Eastern Great Lakes HMANA meeting
will be in 1998 at a location to be determined. All present
were urged to try to attend the HMANA VIII conference.

BANDING RETURNS
Tim O'Day advised that Tobermory started
banding in Spring 1994. They see small numbers but
interesting species. They have retrapped one bird each
from Cape May, Hawk Cliff and Port Huron. Much to
Tim's surprise ~ lcctI diver came u!' from Lake Huron with
a Long-eared Owl leg carrying a band from Braddock Bay!
At Port Huron Dan Miller bands in spring. Most
birds he captures are heading south, and most recoveries
from Port Huron are made in Canada. Dan has retrapped
a couple of birds from SW Ontario. In 1996 he retrapped
his first bird from Whitefish Bay, and one of his birds, a
Cooper's Hawk, was retrapped 3 days later at Tobermory.
Hawk Cliff has banded more than 60,000 birds,
mostly Sharp-shins, with a 1.5% recovery rate, almost all
recovered west of the Appalachians. They have retrapped
two Golden Eagles from New Brunswick.

HAWKS OVER RED HILL VALLEY
There will be an afternoon outing at IPM, Sunday,
March 9 to observe the Red-tailed Hawk and Redshouldered Hawk migration over Hamilton's Red Hill
Valley. Meet at the King's Forest Ski Hill. Everyone is
welcome.
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